
Midterm Review Session



Midterm format

• 25 multiple choice questions
• Some answers include things like:

“both a/ and c/”

“none of the above”

“all of the above”

• Choose BEST answer

• No overly specific numbers (should know approximate)

Example: if the correct answer is 19.2 the answers might be:

a/ 2

b/ 19

c/ 40



What is included?

• All lectures through Oct 19 except:
Lecture 2 Sustainability in an unstable system

Lecture 8   Finding your way around Forestry

Lecture 14   Writing essays

Lecture 16 Using libraries and researching papers

• Nothing specific from video “Green Fire”, but it reinforced things be 
discussed in Lecture 17

• Nothing specific from blog



How to study

• Use study questions to guide you through all the PowerPoint 
presentations

• Think about what each question means

• Study with friends



Directions

• Wait outside room until called in

• There will be multiple versions of the exam
• Different colours

• Pass them down the row alternating colours by SEAT not person

• Circle answers in the booklet

• No one can leave for 20 minutes

• When finished bring booklet to front of room

• Everybody must finish by 2:45



How to study

• Use study questions as your guide
• Study questions are not multiple choice



What do we mean we refer to the “natural climax 
vegetation” 



What is a forest? 



Approximately how much of the world’s forests are 
plantations? 

x



Are forest floor decomposition rates fast or slow in the 
boreal? Why? 



Which biome has the newest soils? The oldest? 



What are factors leading to deforestation in 
the Amazon? 



What is the name of the chemical process that green 
plants (like trees) use to capture energy from the sun? 



What is the name of the chemical process that releases 
stored energy in plants trees? 



What is secondary growth? 



What is the goal of Silviculture? 



What are some of the ways that Silviculture can improve 
on nature?



Why do we plant trees (instead of using natural 
regeneration)? 



Pinchot and Leopold



What did Pinchot consider the first duty of the present 
generation?



What is a “seed planning zone”? 



What are the 2 main components of the tree 
improvement cycle? 



What are the five steps in adaptive management? 



Should science alone direct a decision?



What does it mean to be sustainable? 

?


